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Summary Recommendation
Proclaim a resolution acknowledging Val Chin and Shirley Smith for their dedication and 
contribution to the Park City community for establishing a longstanding student 
exchange program to China.

Background
In 1991, while sitting next to each other on a plane, two Park City residents, Val Chin 
and Shirley Smith, discussed possibly establishing a student foreign exchange program 
to China.  They knew it could make a lasting impact for many young lives.  However, it
was also a daunting undertaking.  This would be the first exchange program of its kind 
with a very conservative Chinese culture.  

At that time, Park City High School (PCHS) was involved in a successful Russian 
exchange program.  Val’s position on the school board provided her with a helpful 
understanding of that program and how to approach this new endeavor.  Val and Shirley
bravely entered negotiations with a branch of the Beijing Municipal Government and the 
Ministry of Education for China. It was then they realized that China had not been 
allowing children to travel outside of the country.  Complex negotiations continued for 2 
years until PCHS was paired with one of the top high schools in China, Beijing Number 
4 High School.  Val and Shirley successfully launched the first exchange in 1993.

Since 1993, 270 students (from China and Park City) have participated in the exchange 
in addition to teachers and administrators.  The goal was to provide students from both 
countries the opportunity to visit each other and immerse themselves into their daily 
lives including school and sightseeing.  

Chinese students not only attended PCHS, but also enjoyed hiking the arches in Moab, 
meeting the Jazz prior to watching a game, skiing and attending movies during the 
Sundance Film Festival.  Li Xing Yang and Xai Tian, students from Beijing Number 4 
High School commented “Everything is so big… the snow, the mountains, the houses!...  
This area is so beautiful and amazing.”

Park City students visited the Summer Palace, The Great Wall of China, the Forbidden 
City and the terracotta warriors. 



The exchange program has created lasting impacts on both schools.  PCHS became 
the first Utah high school to offer Mandarin Chinese.  Beijing Number 4 High School 
started offering elective classes after seeing the benefit of empowering students to 
pursue their interests.  

Dave Knell, PCHS Mandarin Chinese Teacher, stated “Today, as one of China’s top 
high schools, Beijing Number 4 High is consistently receiving requests to partner with 
top high schools throughout the world. And, though the schools’ administration changes, 
its commitment to Park City High School remains unchanged. This is because of the 
relationships created and nurtured by Shirley Smith and Val Chin for over 26 years.”

This exchange program started with a simple conversation between two women on a 
plane ride with the ambition, skills and dedication to make a difference in the lives of 
others.   Many of the exchange participants and administrators have formed lasting 
ongoing friendships.  Numerous students have incorporated their second languages
(English or Chinese) into their daily lives and career paths.  The Park City community is 
fortunate and enriched by the contributions of Val Chin and Shirley Smith.  City staff 
therefore recommends recognizing them today.

Department Review
The Legal and Executive Department have reviewed this report.

Attachments
A Val Chin and Shirley Smith Resolution



Resolution No. 23-2019

RESOLUTION ACKNOWLEDGING VAL CHIN AND SHIRLEY SMITH FOR THEIR 
DEDICATION AND MANY CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE PARK CITY COMMUNITY

WHEREAS, Park City, Utah is a community which acknowledges the impact that 
individuals have through volunteerism, engagement and service; and 

WHEREAS, Park City, Utah is a community which encourages its citizens to 
maximize their personal contribution to the community through the implementation of 
new ideas and providing opportunities to youth; and 

WHEREAS, in 1993, Val Chin and Shirley Smith successfully launched a student 
exchange program which has allowed 270 students to travel between China and Park 
City to learn from each other and experience another culture; and 

WHEREAS, Val Chin and Shirley Smith have established a program which can 
be managed and continued by Park City High School to make a lasting impact on 
countless students in the future; and

WHEREAS, Val Chi and Shirley Smith selflessly dedicated their time to the Park 
City community and students to allow them the opportunity for additional learning and 
worldly experiences; and  

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Mayor and City Council hereby 
deems it appropriate to acknowledge Val Chin and Shirley Smith for their selfless 
dedication to establish a student exchange program and enriching the lives of so many 
students since 1993 making Park City a more enriched community. 

PASSED AND ADOPTED this 21st day of November, 2019
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